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1. Introduction and Summary. The authors have introduced
the method of controlled simple random sampling, (c/ [1]) to elimi
nate or reduce the chance of selection of non-preferred samples from
the population and have shown that this technique would in general
provide no less efficient estimator for the population total than the
usual technique of simple random sampling,. But when a simple
random sSnple is taken for a survey inquiry and if ancillary informa
tion is available on all the units of the population, then it is customary
to utilise this knowledge, by adopting either the ratio, or regression,
method of estimation, for providing more efficient eSiiiiat^for the
populates total. Therefore it would be worth while to examine as
to how the ratio and regression estimators in controlled simple
random sampling compare with those under simple random sampling, v
In this note it will be shown that the ratio and regression estimators

4n controlled simple random sampling are at least as efficient as those
in simple random sampling^

2. Let D'n be an admissible (c/[I]) controlled simple random
sampling design for drawing a sample of size n03) from the popula
tion 7T : {mJ, /•=1,2, N, whose measure ofcontrol is a, and I>„ be
the simple random sampling design, so that for samples from Z)'„ or
£)„ we have

(2-1) E{M and W) for r<r',

c

where

N[N-\)

= 1 if Ur is included in a sample,

= 0 otherwise.
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Let F be the characteristic under study and Z the ancillary
character about which information is available for all u^, r=l,2,...,N.
Further we may assume without loss of generality that thecorrelation
between Z and Yis very high so that the regression of Ton.Z may
be assumed to be linear.

Let{y„, xnj, (y'n, x'n} denote the sample means corresponding
to samples drawnfrom and Z)'„ respectively.

Then, in virtue of Theorum (3-1) of [1], we have

(2-2) £(J„) = ECy'n)= -y^
= 3c

Also, we have

N-n(2-3) V{y„) = F(F„)

and FU„) = VCx'n)

where

N

/-=!

N

N~n

Nn

~Nir

SK

r=l

Now consider the ratio and regression estimators for
corresponding to samples drawn from Z)„, namely,

(2:4) T, - »(

and Yi - %-+p

A

where p is the estimated regressionco-efficient.

Under the assumption that the bias of these estimators is
negligible, their mean square errors can be easily worked out and'put.
in the following form ;

(2.5)M S.E(y^ )^ {Nyj^ )2r_^y , Xn) 2C0V ( ~y^, "xn)
and M.S.E(t^ ) = N' V(Jn)(l-p')

~2

X N yN _
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where'p'is the coefficient of correlation between 7 and X. Let us
now consider the corresponding estimates in the case of samples
drawn from and set

(2.6) = iV(

A

where p' is the regression coefficient estimated from sample obser
vations.

It is easy to verify now, in virtue of(2"3), (2'4) and (2"5)that on
the assumption that the bias is negligible, the mean square errors of
the estimators in (2'6) differ from those given in (2-5) only in respect
of the covariance between and ~x'n.

Now

(2.7) cov (3c'„, ?'„) =E{x'n, y'„)-EQc'n)E(y\)

n— J2^
1 r n n -

XXiyi+:S,Xi

J
-N N

Lr=l r^r'

SO that in view of (2'1), we have

(2-8) £fy„y„)=A « , n(n—l) ^ ,
LN j

Substituting from (2'8) in (2*7) and simplifying we get

(2-9) cov (J'„,7n)= Sxy=coy (y„,xn)
Nn

N

{N-l)S^^= S (x,-xN)(;',—5;n)
r=l

where

Thus from (2'9) it follows that the M.S.E's of the estimators
given by (2-6) and those given by (2.5) are the same.

Therefore D'„ is more efficient than £>„ if and only if the
expected cost of survey of a sample drawn from D„' is less than that
drawn from D„, and this, in view of Theo. (3'2) of [1], holds true
when

0<a<l- en
N
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Thus we get the following—

Theorem. The ratio and regression methods of estimation in
controlled simple random sampling always provide more efficient
estimators for than in simple random sampling when the measure

a of control space satisfies the inequality, ,

N

20<a<l-
N

n

which is not a very stringent restriction since a should be as small as
possible.
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